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• Suitable for indoor and outdoor use
• 22mm aluminium compound table top with anti-glare
• Playback facility
• Fixed net and posts
• Bat and ball storage
• Brakes on two wheels
• Wheels: 4 steerable wheels• Wheels: 4 steerable wheels
• Undercarriage: 45mm oval tubing
• Folding system with double safety lock
• Assembly: Allow 2 hours for self-assembly

Table size: 274cm (l) x 152.5cm (w) x 76cm (h) (9’ x 5‘ x 2’6”) 
Minimum play area: 5.1m (l) x 3.3m (w) (17' x 11'), guideline only
Storage size: 169cm (l) x 183cm (w) x 62cm deep
Weight: 51kg / Packaged weight: 57kg
10 year guarantee on table top, 3 years on undercarriage
Package Includes:
FREE:FREE: UK mainland delivery is free and usually within 3 working days 
(charges apply for offshore and some very remote locations). We offer a 
pre-booked, two-man delivery service. You should receive a text the 
working day before your delivery day with an estimated two-hour window. 
On the day of delivery you should also be able to track the progress of the 
delivery driver online. 
FREE:FREE: 4 x Knight Lionheart Bats   FREE: 12 x Knight Plain Balls 
FREE: Kettler table cover

WeatherproofingFoldingBounceStrengthValue

This table has a 22mm top (comprising of a wood board encased in Aluminium) that provides an excellent bounce as well as good weatherproofing and 
an anti-dazzle finish. It has a strong frame, good quality wheels (with brakes) and a net that stays on the table (with height and tension adjustment). It can 
be quickly folded and unfolded by one person and boasts a bat and ball holder. It’s stronger than the Axos 1 and Axos 3. The metal frame is almost twice 
as thick, plus there's an extra support bar that goes horizontally between the legs (much like the Outdoor 4). It's also the first table in the Kettler range to 

offer leg levellers.

Table surface available in: Blue

Kettler Stockholm GT Outdoor Table


